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What does a CPU scheduler do?

• Determines which of the jobs in memory (put there by yet another
scheduler) that is ready to run should be given some CPU processing
time

• This decision is made as a result of some signal, for example an
interrupt generated by a timer to indicate that time is up for the
current job which must now be suspended

• A preemptive scheduler may force the currently running process to
be replaced by another ready process

• A non-preemptive scheduler lets the process decide

• Usually written in assembly language because its speed is so critical

• Another module, called a dispatcher, switches context and resumes
execution of the process selected by the scheduler



What is a scheduler concerned about?

• Throughput: the number of processes completed per unit time

• Latency: the time to wait until the process starts

• Response time: time from dispatch to process end

• Fairness: the percentage of time a CPU is given a process

• Priority: whether some process should be given a higher proportion
of the CPU’s time than others

• Starvation: will a process be forever stuck because it cannot get a
resource it needs to complete

• Overhead: time spent making changes so that a process may exe-
cute

One cannot optimize all of these together - compromises must be made
Therefore numerous scheduling strategies exist



Scheduling Algorithms

• FIFO: Processes are placed in a queue. The current process runs to
completion then another process is taken from the queue and so on.

1. low overhead: relatively few context switches

2. low throughput: some processes hog the cpu for a long time

3. high response time: same reason

4. priorities are ignored: some deadlines may not be met

• Round Robin: Processes are given a slice of time on the CPU then
suspended and resumed later. Ready processes are given time slices
in some fixed order.

1. high overhead: many context switches per process

2. varied throughput: finish times proportional to process times

3. high response time: many processes can share the CPU

4. no starvation: every process gets a chance



Scheduling Algorithms

• Shortest Time Remaining: The job with the least estimated re-
maining processing time is selected next. This can be managed by a
priority queue but the insertion complexity is log(n) instead of O(1)
for a normal queue.

1. varied overhead: short jobs may appear and interrupt a longer
current one

2. high throughput: short jobs finish fast, skew the measure

3. one process does not block others: as estimates change, “stuck”
jobs can be suspended

4. starvation possible: lots of small jobs my prevent a long one
from completing in real time.

• Fixed Priority Pre-emptive: Each process has a priority rank,
processes are selected from a priority queue. Entering high priority
processes interrupt lower priority processes.

1. deadlines can be met by assigning priorities appropriately

2. some starvation: low priority processes



Scheduling Algorithms

• Completely Fair: Select the job with the least spent processing
time. Managed by a red-black tree with O(log(n)) insertion times.

1. fairness: a process that spends a lot of time sleeping does not
get penalized for that and when it awakens it will likely be
given a shot of processing time since its spent time is low

2. interactive response time: pretty good due to the above

3. feel of the enviroment: interactive processes get handled
quickly at the same time CPU bound processes hardly know
that they have lost a few time slices

4. no timeslices: accounting is done at the nanosecond level!

• BFS: extremely simple, no heuristic parameters

1. designed to make the most of less powerful machines

2. latency: extremely low, good for interactive processes

3. high scalability within normal load levels



Scheduling Algorithms

• Multilevel Feedback Queue: Lots of process-ready FIFOs with
level numbers 1,2,...N-1 and a Round Robin queue at level N. Pro-
cesses at lower level numbers have higher priority. A process entering
the MFQ is placed at the end of the lowest level FIFO. When it runs,
if it does not complete after a certain time interval it is placed at
the end of the FIFO at the next higher level. This keeps happening
until it completes or enters the RR queue where it will stay until it
finishes. A process waiting too long in a higher level may be moved
to a lower level.

1. fairness: gives preference to short and I/O bound processes

2. starvation: prevented

3. can more directly use multiple cores


